
Addons

Private Profile
Give your creators the opportunity to hide their content from unauthorized 
users to increase adoption rates.

Sensitive Content Warning
Add a warning popup about sensitive content of the website to comply with 
laws and regulations and help the underaged avoid posts that are not 
suitable for them. Feature is very useful for adult websites.

Block Post Creation for Members
Prevent members from posting content on your website. The feature is a 
must for the websites with adult content. 

Creator's Agent
Add a new user role to delegate management of creators to their agents and 
let them earn money with your platform also.



Watermark
Protect content of your platform 
users from intruders with 
watermarking photos and videos. 

Platform / @username

Tipping in Posts
Give your creators the opportunity 
to earn more by receiving tips for 
their posts.

Welcome Message
Give your creators the opportunity 
to send a welcome message to their 
new followers and subscribers for 
better user engagement.

Hidden Profile Fields
Customise the looks of your users' 
profiles by hiding any fields that you 
deem unnecessary.
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Multiple Attachments 
in Messages
Enable your users to add multiple 
attachments to messages. Add a 
cover to the file set. 

Login as User
Login as a certain user, get full 
access to their page and see how 
the site looks from their perspective.

Payout Request Tool
Give your creators a convenient tool 
to send payout requests to the 
website admins.
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Stripe Payment System
Integrate Stripe Payment System as 
alternative for other billing systems 
for the websites with a low entry 
percentage.

Open site

Another Lane Payment 
System
Integrate Another Lane payment 
system to reach out to new 
customers in the Japanese market. 

Open site

Crypto.com Payment 
System
Integrate Crypto.com to enable 
payments in cryptocurrencies.

Open site
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Iugu Payment System
Integrate Iugu payment system to 
reach out to new customers in the 
Brazilian market. Complete with PIX 
and Boleto payment options. 

Open site

https://stripe.com/
https://www.alij.ne.jp/service
https://crypto.com/
https://www.iugu.com/


Sign up with Phone 
Number
Integrate  to enable your users 
to login with their phone numbers. 

Twilio

Statements
Let your creators and talent 
representatives view full stats on 
their earnings for the whole time or 
for a certain period of 2 weeks. Also, 
get a better view of the statistics 
yourself. 
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Schedule Mass 
Message
Give your creators and their agents 
an ability to schedule Mass 
Messages and send them at the pick 
site visiting time to increase sales.

Paid Events
Enable your creators to hold paid 
events on the platform and sell 
tickets to such events in advance. 

https://www.twilio.com/


Mass Message 
Statistics
Let your creators and their agents 
analyze Mass Message Statistics and 
give their audience more interactive 
content.

Lists
Create lists with your followers. Send 
mass messages to created lists. 
Creators can make more 
personalised content for their 
audience and earn more.
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Vault
Use already uploaded files many 
times. Add, delete, create folders 
from More Menu. It is a great tool for 
creators and their agents to manage 
platform workspace and interact 
with audience better.

Sale for Subscription
According to our statistics, 
'Subscriptions' is one if the most 
profitable features for a creator.  
Сreators can make sale for their 
subscription plans that will appear 
as a banner on the Profile page. 
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Purchased Files 
Storage
Storage with all purchased files for 
the member. The files are collected 
to the folders by creators and 
available when user is online. 

For more feature demonstration, contact our manager

Elizaveta Maria

sales@scrile.com

mailto:sales@scrile.com

